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As the few who paid were out of all proportion to those who
did not, the struggle to live did not grow easier. My studio
was full of work and made a great effect of success and pros-
perity, but it was a mere delusion. The "dud" patrons,
however, afforded me the opportunity of study and saved me
the expense of paying models. They brought me some slight
advertisement besides, and from this point of view they were
worth while.
Meanwhile, for the sake of my food expenses " pot-boiling "
had to be assiduously continued. These I grew more and more
to hate, for they took me away from my real work. My studio
got so congested with paints and varnish and smelly, messy
mediums required for coloured plaster decoration, that I had
to rent a small studio next door for this work only. At six
every morning I was at work, trying to complete orders for
shops, and to be free for the hours when sitters would call.
I seldom went out, and once when Perceval Landon came to see
me at the end of a day, he remarked that I seemed to have a
film over my eyes from tiredness. Sometimes I threw myself
full length on the wooden floor and slept from sheer exhaustion.
To be tired from overwork and not tired from boredom was
new to me and I enjoyed it.
An indefinite prolongation of these conditions, however,
might have broken one's spirit and paralysed ambition, but
Providence, in the guise of an American colonel, altered the
conditions of my life.
He was on leave, and I do not know what there was about me
that touched his American heart. I thought (if I thought about
myself at all, which was rare for I was too busy) that I appeared
rather successful and triumphant, but the American saw in me
a War victim. It affected him deeply ; he came to see me again
on his second leave. I was pot-boiling in my studio annexe,
and came forth to greet him covered in paint. He insisted on
seeing what I was doing. He said very little, indeed there was
nothing to say, but he came back the next day just when I was
leaving in a great hurry to visit the children at tea-time, and he
came too.
Again he said very little, and because lie had a quiet manner
Dick showed him some of his toys and initiated him into their

